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Something about me...
Theoretical physicist, currently with a joint appointment between 
Chemistry and Applied Mathematics

Main interests: 

[ before that, faculty post at Dept of Physics, Bath Uni ]

Statistical mechanics 
(physical systems with many interacting particles)

Glassy materials

Rare events in physics and chemistry

Soft matter, biomolecular physics, self-assembly, ...



Today
Very simple model for a growing cluster with two kinds of particle

Analysis of (complex) fluctuations of cluster composition

Rare events with non-typical composition in large clusters

Mechanisms for rare events, and strategies for controlling  
the observed behaviour

Spontaneous symmetry breaking / "de-mixing"

[ Illustration of research questions and methods ]



Motivation (i)
[ Barish-Schulman-Rothemund-Winfree, PNAS 106, 6054 (2009) ]

Idea: use small synthetic pieces 
of DNA to grow ordered nano-
structures ("origami")

Experiments: 
scale bar 50nm

"Algorithmic 
crystal"



Motivation (ii)
[ Whitelam-Haxton-Schmidt, Phys Rev Lett 112, 155504 (2014) ]

How to predict "patterns" in 
systems with growth fronts?

[ also Morris-Rogers, J. Phys. A 47, 
342003 (2014) ]

(fast)

(slow)



Simple model

[ Klymko-Garrahan-Whitelam, Phys Rev E 96, 042126 (2017) ]

Growth

Cluster
(well-mixed)

Particles are added, one at a time

If the cluster has K particles then its composition is mK = Nred�Nblue
K , this

is between �1 and +1
<latexit sha1_base64="OwqMfl9evy/UHPSfGapvrrlHpIg=">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</latexit>

If the cluster is mostly red (large m) it tends to recruit more red particles,
and vice versa. The strength of this effect is controlled by a parameter J .

<latexit sha1_base64="MDZPdiOC6jOa5cAG7ZtQCtFRAJs=">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</latexit>



Model
[ Klymko, Garrahan, Whitelam, 

Phys Rev E 96, 042126 (2017) ]

Specifically, on step K the cluster has K particles and composition mK .
<latexit sha1_base64="PrIg6PSKkIS/CHuf2Q3PsMBcOA0=">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</latexit>

We add:

red particle with probability 1
2 (1 + tanh JmK)

blue particle with probability 1
2 (1� tanh JmK)

<latexit sha1_base64="2FTOU6+5mZst/kTdYvtuUq6BOAY=">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</latexit>

mK
<latexit sha1_base64="FwvtqBTfT1VFwWQaDtWH27Rx/MI=">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</latexit>

Prob
<latexit sha1_base64="p5qKUlBAr1H94j2niAEOdG6e/h8=">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</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="6NmN5ciFeGEo/9I436rghpvFnCY=">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</latexit>

[Polya urn...]

(Nothing about spatial 
structure...)

First particle : Prob (1/2)



Behaviour

The model is symmetrical
between red and blue

<latexit sha1_base64="Y0TI5Ozqw5EZ3hvpoRZM1lbIYhE=">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</latexit>

For J = 0 then particles are added with random colours
<latexit sha1_base64="y0qfpefZP+WyazqXh/m+x+706/c=">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</latexit>

After a large number of steps then mK ⇡ 0 with
(small) standard deviation

p
1/K (. . . binomial)

<latexit sha1_base64="Me9QMa5U79jnx07SAlLSTIKlyt8=">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</latexit>

For J > 1 and large times then one typically finds either mK ⇡ m⇤ or
mK ⇡ �m⇤, with equal probability.

<latexit sha1_base64="gv0bi5+ryuGpWX+ooNR+7lQLR1Y=">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</latexit>

or

"Spontaneous 
symmetry 
breaking" 
or
"de-mixing" 

[ Klymko, Garrahan, Whitelam, 
Phys Rev E 96, 042126 (2017) ]



Intuition from continuous time
For intuition, define a model in continuous time, let Mt = Nred �Nblue

<latexit sha1_base64="fkOLN/BKXVWgSY7hM/qQ6cgNmzQ=">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</latexit>

d

dt
Mt = tanh(JMt/t) + (noise)

<latexit sha1_base64="rjHVRz2JgPhlqjhOZX3h9oqq11g=">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</latexit>

We consider mt = Mt/t, it follows

d

dt
mt =

1

t
[tanh(Jmt)�mt + (noise)]

<latexit sha1_base64="S2wJQp4MF9SNm46aChoOGiELN6M=">AAAC0nicbVFdaxNBFJ1dv+r6FfXRl8FESFHTbAutioVCXkQQKjRNIRvi7OxsMnY+lpm7rXGYB/HVn+eLv8C/4WwSpLVeGDice+7ce8/NK8Et9Pu/ovja9Rs3b23cTu7cvXf/Qevho2Ora0PZkGqhzUlOLBNcsSFwEOykMozIXLBRfjpo8qMzZizX6ggWFZtIMlO85JRAoKatn5ktSyK5WCSZYudUS0lU4bLBwLtMEphTItzA+ySriMn1F5emVHqHM0NmM1YYPptDMmKYamV5wQzuyCnsf5jCFnReYA641ELoc5t0OklWGkJXvxrpCu8vYPA4FOJ9vBKl3gUmE6yEMc6AqDnuvg+CTfwSL4XPcddlRmKluWV+M8zTTDJp2ng8bbX7vf4y8FWQrkEbreNw2vqdFZrWkimgglg7TvsVTBwxwKlgYfnasorQUzJj4wAVkcxO3NJ9j58Fpgh7mvAU4CV7scIRae1C5kHZrGv/zTXk/3LjGspXE8dVVQNTdNWorAUGjZtT4oIbRkEsAiDU8DArpnMS7INw8Etd5kycMfDJypnXTez+9eEqON7upTu9nY/b7YO3a4820BP0FHVRivbQAXqHDtEQ0ehN9Cni0ef4KP4af4u/r6RxtK55jC5F/OMPh0HgUg==</latexit>

Fixed points solve m = tanh Jm, noise is weak at large times
<latexit sha1_base64="qT608vHXAYFkiZwOXbLDtBrkfo0=">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</latexit>

SDE / Langevin

Rescaling time as u = log t, we have (for Gaussian noise)

d

du
mu = tanh(Jmu)�mu + e�u/2(noise)
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Summary

[ Klymko, Garrahan, Geissler, Whitelam, Phys Rev E 97, 032123 (2018), 
RLJ, Phys Rev E 100, 012140 (2019).]
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de-mixed mixed

Questions: 

This is the typical behaviour, what about the variance?
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For J > 1, we sometimes see mixed clusters, how rare is this?
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(similarly, do we ever see de-mixed clusters for J < 1?)
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Are there efficient ways to modify system behaviour?
(not simply changing J)
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[similar behaviour also demonstrated for models with "reversible" growth]
[ Klymko, Garrahan, Whitelam, 

Phys Rev E 96, 042126 (2017) ]

central limit theorems

large deviations...



Illustrative results
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FIG. 3. Demonstration of two-dimensional sampling of the reversible model of growth. (a) Direct simulation (dots) vs enhanced sampling
(i.e., the reference-model method, lines) for two intensive variables, n ≡ N/K and µ ≡ M/K , whose extensive counterparts N and M we
bias. The comparison validates the reference-model method within the small window in which direct sampling is effective. (b) The resulting
large-deviation rate function for intensive magnetization m, together with results from direct simulation, for J = 2.0 and c = 2.5. Panel (c)
shows enhanced sampling at the critical point J = c = 2, compared with the bound (32).

trajectory. For a reversible model the system size is also a
fluctuating quantity. As illustrated in Appendix G, sampling
the ratio M/N requires introduction of fields conjugate to both

extensive parameters. To do so we note that the reference-
model method can be straightforwardly generalized to sample
a collection A = (A1, . . . ,AL) of dynamic order parameters.
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FIG. 4. The irreversible model of growth. (a) Phase diagram. (b) Large-deviation rate functions I (m) = −K−1 ln ρ(m,K) for magnetization
m. (c) A collection of trajectories at the associated phase points. Note that m is a time-integrated observable; each trajectory experiences
fluctuations of events (additions of red and blue particles), and the sum of these events results in the behavior shown. In the one-phase region
(A) trajectories are of one type, involving the addition (on average) of equal numbers of red and blue particles, and trajectories “concentrate”
at the unique minimum of the rate function. At the critical point (B) fluctuations of the trajectory ensemble are anomalously large, in the sense
that the rate function is nonquadratic at its unique minimum. In the two-phase region (C) trajectories spontaneously adopt one of two types,
involving distinct red-blue addition statistics. The resulting rate function for the time-integrated observable m is nonconvex. Moving from A to
B to C, the rate function shows behavior qualitatively similar to that of a Landau free energy upon crossing a continuous phase transition.
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[ Klymko, Garrahan, Geissler, Whitelam, 
Phys Rev E 97, 032123 (2018)] 

Trajectories / histories /
sample paths for J = 1.5
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[ RLJ, Phys Rev E 100, 012140 (2019)]

ROBERT L. JACK PHYSICAL REVIEW E 100, 012140 (2019)

with k occurs because there are already many particles in the
cluster, so making a significant change in its magnetization
requires the addition of many particles.)

In order to establish a bound on IK (m, ϵ), we treat m as
a target value for mK : suitable controlled processes should
hit this target with high probability. We choose b and k∗ to
achieve this, as follows.

We solve (numerically) the differential equation (21),
going backward in time. This yields a path that ends at
mK = m and can be propagated back to any earlier time k, for
example by Euler’s method. The magnetization on this path
is b̃(k) with k ! K and b̃(K ) = m. Both k and b̃(k) decrease
as we solve the equation backward in time. As k → 0 then
b̃→ 0. (Note that m = 0 is an unstable fixed point of the
forward equation, which corresponds to a stable fixed point
of the backward equation.) We stop the solution at the point
(k, b̃) = (k∗, b), where

b2k∗ = a
√

K, (22)

where a is a numerical parameter, of order unity (we take
a= 2, results depend weakly on this choice).

These b, k∗ are the parameters that we use for the con-
trolled dynamics. As long as K is reasonably large, the algo-
rithm gives b≪ 1 and k∗ ≫ 1. Then the action for this con-
trolled process can be estimated from (20), with K replaced
by k∗. This yields

⟨A⟩con ≈ k∗ b2(J − 1)2

2
. (23)

Since (b, k∗) solve (22), this means that ⟨A⟩con is of order
√

K .
Combining this result with (15) and assuming that the con-
trolled system hits the target with probability 1, one obtains

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ a(J − 1)2

2
√

K
. (24)

Hence, the bound HK tends to zero as K → ∞. This result
applies for large K and is independent of the target chosen
for mK (always assuming that this target is between ϵ and
mS − ϵ). Note, however, that the controlled process depends
on K , in that the parameters b, k∗ are chosen separately for
each value of K . The assumption that the controlled system
hits the target with probability 1 is valid as long as the
magnetization distribution at k∗ is sharply peaked in the sense
that its mean is much larger than its standard deviation. This
requires b2k∗ ≫ 1, which is true by (22) as long as K is large.

Numerical results based on this construction are shown in
Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 2(a) shows that the parameters (b, k∗)
obtained by this method are such that the controlled system
hits the target m with high probability. Also, Fig. 2(b) confirms
that on increasing K , the bound HK is quantitatively consistent
with (24). This establishes that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0, and
hence from (14) one has limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0, for this value
of m. Figure 2(c) shows that the same behavior occurs for
several values of m with |m| < mS − ϵ. This is expected since
the theoretical argument above is independent of the target
for mK . Hence limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout this range,
which establishes that the rate function (6) obeys

I (m) = 0, |m| < mS. (25)
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FIG. 3. (a) Estimated probability density for mK obtained by
direct sampling of the irreversible growth model at J = 1.3. Note that
K varies over more than two decades. The binning parameter is ϵ =
10− 3 for values of m near the peaks and ϵ = 10− 2 for intermediate
values. (Results depend weakly on ϵ, which is chosen to reduce sta-
tistical uncertainties while maintaining adequate resolution.) (b) The
logarithms of the same probability densities, scaled by ln K . The
prediction (28) is that for every |m| < mS − ϵ one should observe
convergence of this quantity to some negative (nonzero) limit, as
K → ∞. The data are consistent with this prediction.

This was the result anticipated in Fig. 1. A similar result has
been proven by a rigorous analysis of a general class of Pólya
urns; see Corollary 5 of [34]. We emphasize here that while
the numerical results in Fig. 2 are a useful confirmation of
our theoretical calculations, the bound in (24) is an analytical
result.

B. Scaling of the probability that |mK| < mS

As K → ∞, we have shown that IK (m, ϵ) → 0
throughout the regime |m| ! mS − ϵ. The shows that
Prob(|mK − m| < ϵ) does not decay exponentially with
K . Nevertheless, we expect that this probability should vanish
as K → ∞, so the natural question is, how small is it?

To address this question we define an estimate of the
probability density for mK as

ρK (m, ϵ) = 1
2ϵ

Prob(|mK − m| ! ϵ). (26)

(In this section, we emphasize that all large-K limits are to be
taken at fixed ϵ > 0; note also that we are assuming J > 1.)
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Probability distribution
(histograms), for J = 1.3
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Sharp peaks, broad “trough”
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Optimal control theory for rare events

We want to know about unusual behaviour which happens only rarely...

To analyse this, we modify the model so that the unusual behaviour 
becomes typical

In this way we can show that (roughly-speaking)

Prob(rare event) & exp [�DKL(new model k old model)]

where DKL is called Kullback-Leibler divergence.
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The KL divergence is small if we didn’t modify the model too much
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[ Dupuis-Ellis, etc ]

The best choice of new model (“optimally controlled model”) gives a
good estimate of the log-probability of interest. Can take something like

d

dt
mt = b(t) +

1

t
(noise)
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("at least as likely as...")
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with k occurs because there are already many particles in the
cluster, so making a significant change in its magnetization
requires the addition of many particles.)

In order to establish a bound on IK (m, ϵ), we treat m as
a target value for mK : suitable controlled processes should
hit this target with high probability. We choose b and k∗ to
achieve this, as follows.

We solve (numerically) the differential equation (21),
going backward in time. This yields a path that ends at
mK = m and can be propagated back to any earlier time k, for
example by Euler’s method. The magnetization on this path
is b̃(k) with k ! K and b̃(K ) = m. Both k and b̃(k) decrease
as we solve the equation backward in time. As k → 0 then
b̃→ 0. (Note that m = 0 is an unstable fixed point of the
forward equation, which corresponds to a stable fixed point
of the backward equation.) We stop the solution at the point
(k, b̃) = (k∗, b), where

b2k∗ = a
√

K, (22)

where a is a numerical parameter, of order unity (we take
a= 2, results depend weakly on this choice).

These b, k∗ are the parameters that we use for the con-
trolled dynamics. As long as K is reasonably large, the algo-
rithm gives b≪ 1 and k∗ ≫ 1. Then the action for this con-
trolled process can be estimated from (20), with K replaced
by k∗. This yields

⟨A⟩con ≈ k∗ b2(J − 1)2

2
. (23)

Since (b, k∗) solve (22), this means that ⟨A⟩con is of order
√

K .
Combining this result with (15) and assuming that the con-
trolled system hits the target with probability 1, one obtains

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ a(J − 1)2

2
√

K
. (24)

Hence, the bound HK tends to zero as K → ∞. This result
applies for large K and is independent of the target chosen
for mK (always assuming that this target is between ϵ and
mS − ϵ). Note, however, that the controlled process depends
on K , in that the parameters b, k∗ are chosen separately for
each value of K . The assumption that the controlled system
hits the target with probability 1 is valid as long as the
magnetization distribution at k∗ is sharply peaked in the sense
that its mean is much larger than its standard deviation. This
requires b2k∗ ≫ 1, which is true by (22) as long as K is large.

Numerical results based on this construction are shown in
Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 2(a) shows that the parameters (b, k∗)
obtained by this method are such that the controlled system
hits the target m with high probability. Also, Fig. 2(b) confirms
that on increasing K , the bound HK is quantitatively consistent
with (24). This establishes that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0, and
hence from (14) one has limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0, for this value
of m. Figure 2(c) shows that the same behavior occurs for
several values of m with |m| < mS − ϵ. This is expected since
the theoretical argument above is independent of the target
for mK . Hence limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout this range,
which establishes that the rate function (6) obeys

I (m) = 0, |m| < mS. (25)
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FIG. 3. (a) Estimated probability density for mK obtained by
direct sampling of the irreversible growth model at J = 1.3. Note that
K varies over more than two decades. The binning parameter is ϵ =
10− 3 for values of m near the peaks and ϵ = 10− 2 for intermediate
values. (Results depend weakly on ϵ, which is chosen to reduce sta-
tistical uncertainties while maintaining adequate resolution.) (b) The
logarithms of the same probability densities, scaled by ln K . The
prediction (28) is that for every |m| < mS − ϵ one should observe
convergence of this quantity to some negative (nonzero) limit, as
K → ∞. The data are consistent with this prediction.

This was the result anticipated in Fig. 1. A similar result has
been proven by a rigorous analysis of a general class of Pólya
urns; see Corollary 5 of [34]. We emphasize here that while
the numerical results in Fig. 2 are a useful confirmation of
our theoretical calculations, the bound in (24) is an analytical
result.

B. Scaling of the probability that |mK| < mS

As K → ∞, we have shown that IK (m, ϵ) → 0
throughout the regime |m| ! mS − ϵ. The shows that
Prob(|mK − m| < ϵ) does not decay exponentially with
K . Nevertheless, we expect that this probability should vanish
as K → ∞, so the natural question is, how small is it?

To address this question we define an estimate of the
probability density for mK as

ρK (m, ϵ) = 1
2ϵ

Prob(|mK − m| ! ϵ). (26)

(In this section, we emphasize that all large-K limits are to be
taken at fixed ϵ > 0; note also that we are assuming J > 1.)
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Peaks are at ±m⇤
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Fluctuations with |m| > m⇤ have very small probabilities,

� log pK(m) ⇡ I(m)K
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Fluctuations with |m| < m⇤ have moderately small probabilities,

� log pK(m) ⇡ f(m) logK + g(m)
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Trough: less de-mixing
than expected
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[ RLJ, Phys Rev E 100, 012140 (2019).]
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with k occurs because there are already many particles in the
cluster, so making a significant change in its magnetization
requires the addition of many particles.)

In order to establish a bound on IK (m, ϵ), we treat m as
a target value for mK : suitable controlled processes should
hit this target with high probability. We choose b and k∗ to
achieve this, as follows.

We solve (numerically) the differential equation (21),
going backward in time. This yields a path that ends at
mK = m and can be propagated back to any earlier time k, for
example by Euler’s method. The magnetization on this path
is b̃(k) with k ! K and b̃(K ) = m. Both k and b̃(k) decrease
as we solve the equation backward in time. As k → 0 then
b̃→ 0. (Note that m = 0 is an unstable fixed point of the
forward equation, which corresponds to a stable fixed point
of the backward equation.) We stop the solution at the point
(k, b̃) = (k∗, b), where

b2k∗ = a
√

K, (22)

where a is a numerical parameter, of order unity (we take
a= 2, results depend weakly on this choice).

These b, k∗ are the parameters that we use for the con-
trolled dynamics. As long as K is reasonably large, the algo-
rithm gives b≪ 1 and k∗ ≫ 1. Then the action for this con-
trolled process can be estimated from (20), with K replaced
by k∗. This yields

⟨A⟩con ≈ k∗ b2(J − 1)2

2
. (23)

Since (b, k∗) solve (22), this means that ⟨A⟩con is of order
√

K .
Combining this result with (15) and assuming that the con-
trolled system hits the target with probability 1, one obtains

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ a(J − 1)2

2
√

K
. (24)

Hence, the bound HK tends to zero as K → ∞. This result
applies for large K and is independent of the target chosen
for mK (always assuming that this target is between ϵ and
mS − ϵ). Note, however, that the controlled process depends
on K , in that the parameters b, k∗ are chosen separately for
each value of K . The assumption that the controlled system
hits the target with probability 1 is valid as long as the
magnetization distribution at k∗ is sharply peaked in the sense
that its mean is much larger than its standard deviation. This
requires b2k∗ ≫ 1, which is true by (22) as long as K is large.

Numerical results based on this construction are shown in
Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 2(a) shows that the parameters (b, k∗)
obtained by this method are such that the controlled system
hits the target m with high probability. Also, Fig. 2(b) confirms
that on increasing K , the bound HK is quantitatively consistent
with (24). This establishes that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0, and
hence from (14) one has limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0, for this value
of m. Figure 2(c) shows that the same behavior occurs for
several values of m with |m| < mS − ϵ. This is expected since
the theoretical argument above is independent of the target
for mK . Hence limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout this range,
which establishes that the rate function (6) obeys

I (m) = 0, |m| < mS. (25)
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FIG. 3. (a) Estimated probability density for mK obtained by
direct sampling of the irreversible growth model at J = 1.3. Note that
K varies over more than two decades. The binning parameter is ϵ =
10− 3 for values of m near the peaks and ϵ = 10− 2 for intermediate
values. (Results depend weakly on ϵ, which is chosen to reduce sta-
tistical uncertainties while maintaining adequate resolution.) (b) The
logarithms of the same probability densities, scaled by ln K . The
prediction (28) is that for every |m| < mS − ϵ one should observe
convergence of this quantity to some negative (nonzero) limit, as
K → ∞. The data are consistent with this prediction.

This was the result anticipated in Fig. 1. A similar result has
been proven by a rigorous analysis of a general class of Pólya
urns; see Corollary 5 of [34]. We emphasize here that while
the numerical results in Fig. 2 are a useful confirmation of
our theoretical calculations, the bound in (24) is an analytical
result.

B. Scaling of the probability that |mK| < mS

As K → ∞, we have shown that IK (m, ϵ) → 0
throughout the regime |m| ! mS − ϵ. The shows that
Prob(|mK − m| < ϵ) does not decay exponentially with
K . Nevertheless, we expect that this probability should vanish
as K → ∞, so the natural question is, how small is it?

To address this question we define an estimate of the
probability density for mK as

ρK (m, ϵ) = 1
2ϵ

Prob(|mK − m| ! ϵ). (26)

(In this section, we emphasize that all large-K limits are to be
taken at fixed ϵ > 0; note also that we are assuming J > 1.)
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For events with mK ⇡ 0, the optimally-controlled process stays close to
mk = 0 throughout.
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The system “doesn’t know whether to be red or blue”, it turns out that
this results in a small KL divergence
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with k occurs because there are already many particles in the
cluster, so making a significant change in its magnetization
requires the addition of many particles.)

In order to establish a bound on IK (m, ϵ), we treat m as
a target value for mK : suitable controlled processes should
hit this target with high probability. We choose b and k∗ to
achieve this, as follows.

We solve (numerically) the differential equation (21),
going backward in time. This yields a path that ends at
mK = m and can be propagated back to any earlier time k, for
example by Euler’s method. The magnetization on this path
is b̃(k) with k ! K and b̃(K ) = m. Both k and b̃(k) decrease
as we solve the equation backward in time. As k → 0 then
b̃→ 0. (Note that m = 0 is an unstable fixed point of the
forward equation, which corresponds to a stable fixed point
of the backward equation.) We stop the solution at the point
(k, b̃) = (k∗, b), where

b2k∗ = a
√

K, (22)

where a is a numerical parameter, of order unity (we take
a= 2, results depend weakly on this choice).

These b, k∗ are the parameters that we use for the con-
trolled dynamics. As long as K is reasonably large, the algo-
rithm gives b≪ 1 and k∗ ≫ 1. Then the action for this con-
trolled process can be estimated from (20), with K replaced
by k∗. This yields

⟨A⟩con ≈ k∗ b2(J − 1)2

2
. (23)

Since (b, k∗) solve (22), this means that ⟨A⟩con is of order
√

K .
Combining this result with (15) and assuming that the con-
trolled system hits the target with probability 1, one obtains

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ a(J − 1)2

2
√

K
. (24)

Hence, the bound HK tends to zero as K → ∞. This result
applies for large K and is independent of the target chosen
for mK (always assuming that this target is between ϵ and
mS − ϵ). Note, however, that the controlled process depends
on K , in that the parameters b, k∗ are chosen separately for
each value of K . The assumption that the controlled system
hits the target with probability 1 is valid as long as the
magnetization distribution at k∗ is sharply peaked in the sense
that its mean is much larger than its standard deviation. This
requires b2k∗ ≫ 1, which is true by (22) as long as K is large.

Numerical results based on this construction are shown in
Fig. 2. In particular, Fig. 2(a) shows that the parameters (b, k∗)
obtained by this method are such that the controlled system
hits the target m with high probability. Also, Fig. 2(b) confirms
that on increasing K , the bound HK is quantitatively consistent
with (24). This establishes that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0, and
hence from (14) one has limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0, for this value
of m. Figure 2(c) shows that the same behavior occurs for
several values of m with |m| < mS − ϵ. This is expected since
the theoretical argument above is independent of the target
for mK . Hence limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout this range,
which establishes that the rate function (6) obeys

I (m) = 0, |m| < mS. (25)
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FIG. 3. (a) Estimated probability density for mK obtained by
direct sampling of the irreversible growth model at J = 1.3. Note that
K varies over more than two decades. The binning parameter is ϵ =
10− 3 for values of m near the peaks and ϵ = 10− 2 for intermediate
values. (Results depend weakly on ϵ, which is chosen to reduce sta-
tistical uncertainties while maintaining adequate resolution.) (b) The
logarithms of the same probability densities, scaled by ln K . The
prediction (28) is that for every |m| < mS − ϵ one should observe
convergence of this quantity to some negative (nonzero) limit, as
K → ∞. The data are consistent with this prediction.

This was the result anticipated in Fig. 1. A similar result has
been proven by a rigorous analysis of a general class of Pólya
urns; see Corollary 5 of [34]. We emphasize here that while
the numerical results in Fig. 2 are a useful confirmation of
our theoretical calculations, the bound in (24) is an analytical
result.

B. Scaling of the probability that |mK| < mS

As K → ∞, we have shown that IK (m, ϵ) → 0
throughout the regime |m| ! mS − ϵ. The shows that
Prob(|mK − m| < ϵ) does not decay exponentially with
K . Nevertheless, we expect that this probability should vanish
as K → ∞, so the natural question is, how small is it?

To address this question we define an estimate of the
probability density for mK as

ρK (m, ϵ) = 1
2ϵ

Prob(|mK − m| ! ϵ). (26)

(In this section, we emphasize that all large-K limits are to be
taken at fixed ϵ > 0; note also that we are assuming J > 1.)
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FIG. 2. Results for the irreversible growth model in the representative case J = 1.4, for which mS ≈ 0.82. (a) Trajectories of the controlled
dynamics for K = 108, which all achieve mK ≈ 0.4. For the k-dependent force then (b, k∗) = (0.10, 2.0 × 106). (b) Results for HK using
the same controlled dynamics, as a function of K . (For the time-dependent forces, the values of b, k∗ are different for each K .) Error bars
are comparable with symbol sizes. The dashed line is the prediction of (24), without any fitting parameters. (c) The behavior of HK as a
function of m. The data in (b), (c) and the agreement with (24) indicate that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout the range |m| < mS −ϵ, so
limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 within this range, by (14).

We used that the fraction of steps with sk = ± 1 is (1 ±
b)/2 and the contribution to the action for each such
hop is ln[(1 ± b)(1 + e∓2Jm)/2]; also mk is sharply peaked
at b, so the average action for such a hop can be es-
timated as ln[(1 ± b)(1 + e∓2Jb)/2]. Since mk is sharply
peaked, we note that this result for the action is somewhat
insensitive to details of the controlled dynamics. For example,
if the rates in (16) depended also on mk , the action would only
be sensitive to the values of the rates at the mean value of
mk . This insight is related to the temporal additivity principle
of Harris and Touchette [20,21]. In our context, it means that
adding extra complexity to the controlled process (16) does
not yield improved bounds on I.

Using again that mK is sharply peaked, the conditional
average of the action in (15) can be replaced by the simple
average in (18), and one obtains [after simplifying the right-
hand side of (18) and setting b= m]

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ 1
2

ln(1 −m2) + ln cosh(Jm)

+ m
2

ln
1 + m
1 −m

−Jm2 (19)

as in [11]. This result is valid for large K . It is easily checked
that HK (m, ϵ) is non-negative for all m (as it must be, since it
is a bound on I). Using 2 tanh−1 m = ln(1 + m)/(1 −m), one
also sees that HK (m, ϵ) = 0 if m = tanh(Jm). That means that
IK (m, ϵ) = 0 if m is a fixed point of (5). For b≪ 1 we also
obtain

⟨A(m)/K⟩con ≃ b2(J −1)2

2
+ O(b4), (20)

which determines the action of trajectories with m ≈ 0. [Re-
call that we are considering J > 1 so m = 0 is an unstable
fixed point of (5).]

At this fixed point, one sees that IK (m, ϵ) ≃0 (for large
K). This means that trajectories with mK = 0 have proba-
bilities that do not decay exponentially in K . The physical
interpretation of this fact is that if the growing cluster contains
a symmetric mixture of up and down spins, there is no force
that acts to increase or decrease the magnetization. On the
other hand, if m is intermediate between 0 and mS, there is
a force that drives the system toward the stable fixed point at

mS. This is the intuition behind the LDP (6): the probability to
remain for a long time at a nontypical value of m is suppressed
exponentially in K , because of the forces in the model that
tend to drive m toward a typical value. At m = 0, the force is
zero, so the probability to remain near this value is suppressed
less strongly.

So far, all results are fully consistent with KGGW [11]. We
now show that for m < mS, the true value of IK is much less
than HK in (19). We will obtain improved bounds by taking a
controlled process in (14) in which the transition rates depend
explicitly on the step k.

2. Control forces that depend on k

We take a controlled process that is a mixture of (16) and
(4), as follows. We choose two parameters, which are the
bias bin (16) and a step k∗ at which the controlled dynamics
changes its character. For the early part of the trajectory, which
is k ! k∗, the controlled system is an asymmetric random
walk as in (16); for the later part (k > k∗) we revert to the
original dynamics (4). One sees that the action A in (13) has
no contribution from the later part of the path. Since smaller
values of A lead to more accurate bounds, this is a desirable
feature. We restrict to |b| < mS, which is sufficient for our
purposes.

Typical trajectories of this controlled dynamics are illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a). If b2k∗ ≫ 1 then one sees from (17) that
the distribution of mk∗ is sharply peaked, in the sense that
its mean b is much larger than its standard deviation, which
is of order (k∗)−1/2. In this case, the distribution of mk also
remains sharply peaked for the later part of the trajectory.
For k > k∗, the system follows the original dynamics and the
mean of mk can be obtained from (5) by solving dm/dk =
(tanh Jm −m)/k, as in [11]. It is natural to change variables
to u = ln k so that

dm
du

= tanh Jm −m. (21)

This means that for k > k∗, trajectories will flow away from
the unstable fixed point at m = 0 and toward the stable point
at m = mS, as in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, this evolution is very
slow: the natural time variable is not the number of steps k but
the rescaled “time” u = ln k. (Physically, the slow variation
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For mK between 0 and m⇤, can consider two different controlled
processes:
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(i) Stay near the final value mK throughout
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(ii) Start near m ⇡ 0 and de-mix only at late times
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FIG. 2. Results for the irreversible growth model in the representative case J = 1.4, for which mS ≈ 0.82. (a) Trajectories of the controlled
dynamics for K = 108, which all achieve mK ≈ 0.4. For the k-dependent force then (b, k∗) = (0.10, 2.0 × 106). (b) Results for HK using
the same controlled dynamics, as a function of K . (For the time-dependent forces, the values of b, k∗ are different for each K .) Error bars
are comparable with symbol sizes. The dashed line is the prediction of (24), without any fitting parameters. (c) The behavior of HK as a
function of m. The data in (b), (c) and the agreement with (24) indicate that limK→∞ HK (m, ϵ) = 0 throughout the range |m| < mS −ϵ, so
limK→∞ IK (m, ϵ) = 0 within this range, by (14).

We used that the fraction of steps with sk = ± 1 is (1 ±
b)/2 and the contribution to the action for each such
hop is ln[(1 ± b)(1 + e∓2Jm)/2]; also mk is sharply peaked
at b, so the average action for such a hop can be es-
timated as ln[(1 ± b)(1 + e∓2Jb)/2]. Since mk is sharply
peaked, we note that this result for the action is somewhat
insensitive to details of the controlled dynamics. For example,
if the rates in (16) depended also on mk , the action would only
be sensitive to the values of the rates at the mean value of
mk . This insight is related to the temporal additivity principle
of Harris and Touchette [20,21]. In our context, it means that
adding extra complexity to the controlled process (16) does
not yield improved bounds on I.

Using again that mK is sharply peaked, the conditional
average of the action in (15) can be replaced by the simple
average in (18), and one obtains [after simplifying the right-
hand side of (18) and setting b= m]

HK (m, ϵ) ≃ 1
2

ln(1 −m2) + ln cosh(Jm)

+ m
2

ln
1 + m
1 −m

−Jm2 (19)

as in [11]. This result is valid for large K . It is easily checked
that HK (m, ϵ) is non-negative for all m (as it must be, since it
is a bound on I). Using 2 tanh−1 m = ln(1 + m)/(1 −m), one
also sees that HK (m, ϵ) = 0 if m = tanh(Jm). That means that
IK (m, ϵ) = 0 if m is a fixed point of (5). For b≪ 1 we also
obtain

⟨A(m)/K⟩con ≃ b2(J −1)2

2
+ O(b4), (20)

which determines the action of trajectories with m ≈ 0. [Re-
call that we are considering J > 1 so m = 0 is an unstable
fixed point of (5).]

At this fixed point, one sees that IK (m, ϵ) ≃0 (for large
K). This means that trajectories with mK = 0 have proba-
bilities that do not decay exponentially in K . The physical
interpretation of this fact is that if the growing cluster contains
a symmetric mixture of up and down spins, there is no force
that acts to increase or decrease the magnetization. On the
other hand, if m is intermediate between 0 and mS, there is
a force that drives the system toward the stable fixed point at

mS. This is the intuition behind the LDP (6): the probability to
remain for a long time at a nontypical value of m is suppressed
exponentially in K , because of the forces in the model that
tend to drive m toward a typical value. At m = 0, the force is
zero, so the probability to remain near this value is suppressed
less strongly.

So far, all results are fully consistent with KGGW [11]. We
now show that for m < mS, the true value of IK is much less
than HK in (19). We will obtain improved bounds by taking a
controlled process in (14) in which the transition rates depend
explicitly on the step k.

2. Control forces that depend on k

We take a controlled process that is a mixture of (16) and
(4), as follows. We choose two parameters, which are the
bias bin (16) and a step k∗ at which the controlled dynamics
changes its character. For the early part of the trajectory, which
is k ! k∗, the controlled system is an asymmetric random
walk as in (16); for the later part (k > k∗) we revert to the
original dynamics (4). One sees that the action A in (13) has
no contribution from the later part of the path. Since smaller
values of A lead to more accurate bounds, this is a desirable
feature. We restrict to |b| < mS, which is sufficient for our
purposes.

Typical trajectories of this controlled dynamics are illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a). If b2k∗ ≫ 1 then one sees from (17) that
the distribution of mk∗ is sharply peaked, in the sense that
its mean b is much larger than its standard deviation, which
is of order (k∗)−1/2. In this case, the distribution of mk also
remains sharply peaked for the later part of the trajectory.
For k > k∗, the system follows the original dynamics and the
mean of mk can be obtained from (5) by solving dm/dk =
(tanh Jm −m)/k, as in [11]. It is natural to change variables
to u = ln k so that

dm
du

= tanh Jm −m. (21)

This means that for k > k∗, trajectories will flow away from
the unstable fixed point at m = 0 and toward the stable point
at m = mS, as in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, this evolution is very
slow: the natural time variable is not the number of steps k but
the rescaled “time” u = ln k. (Physically, the slow variation
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Controlled process (iii)
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FIG. 4. Irreversible model with J = 1.3. (a) Probability distribution of mK under the controlled dynamics, with k∗ chosen as in (29). The
form of the distribution depends weakly on K and the probability density is of order unity across a wide range of m. (b) The bound (31)
for K = 105, compared with the (numerically) exact distribution ρK for the original model, obtained by direct sampling. (c) The negative of
the asymptotic bound H̃∞

K that appears in (33), for various K . As an illustrative comparison, this is compared with the (numerically) exact
distribution at K = 105 from panel (b), shown as a thin black line. We emphasize that the asymptotic bound is not a bound on this finite-K
distribution.

Figure 3(a) shows the distribution of mK , obtained by direct
sampling of trajectories of the system, for the representative
parameter value J = 1.3. Two features are notable. First, the
probability that mK ≈0 is small and decreases with K , but
the decay is much slower than exponential in K , consistent
with the arguments of Sec. III A. Second, there is no evidence
for a local maximum in the probability at the unstable fixed
point mK = 0. We have verified that the behavior for |m| < mS
is similar for larger J , so this is a representative state point.
However, the behavior close to the peaks of ρK has a more
complex dependence on J; see Sec. III C below.

To estimate ρK for |m| < mS, it is possible to repeat the
argument of Sec. III A, replacing (22) with b2k∗ = aKα for
any α ∈ (0, 1). This can be used to show that for any β > 0
one has

lim
K→∞

K−β ln Prob(|mK − m| < ϵ) = 0, (27)

for |m| ! (mS − ϵ) as usual. In other words, the probability of
a nontypical value of mK decays slower than exp(− cKβ ), for
any c,β > 0. Based on this observation, we propose that the
probability decays as a power law in K . In that case

JK (m, ϵ) = − ln ρK (m, ϵ)
ln K

(28)

should have a positive (nonzero) limit as K → ∞. Figure 3(b)
shows results that are consistent with (28). We now present
theoretical arguments that further support this conjecture,
including bounds based on (14).

1. Accurate bounds for large K

Consider the same controlled dynamics as in Sec. III A,
but with b= 0. The remaining parameter is k∗: this means
that the extensive magnetization Mk in the controlled process
is a simple (unbiased) random walk for k < k∗. We use the
original growth dynamics (4) for k > k∗. In this case the
distribution of mk∗ has mean zero and its standard deviation
is (k∗)− 1/2, by (17). We will take k∗ ≫ 1 so the distribution of
mk∗ is sharply peaked in the sense that its variance is small
compared to unity. However, in contrast to Sec. III A, this
distribution does not remain sharply peaked under the time
evolution (see below).

To fix a suitable value for k∗, it is useful to consider the de-
terministic evolution of the mean of mk for k > k∗, assuming
that mk∗ has a typical value of order (k∗)− 1/2. Since m is small,
one may linearize (21), leading to (dm/du) = (J − 1)m and
hence mk = mk∗ (k/k∗)J− 1. We choose k∗ in such a way that
this deterministic equation gives mK = O(1). This leads to

k∗ = γ K
J− 1

J− (1/2) (29)

with γ a constant of order unity. We take γ = 1.
By analogy with (26), we define an estimate of the proba-

bility density for mK under the controlled dynamics as

ρ̃K (m, ϵ) = 1
2ϵ

Probcon(|mK − m| ! ϵ), (30)

where Probcon indicates a probability under the controlled
dynamics. Numerical results for ρ̃ are shown in Fig. 4(a),
for several values of K , always with k∗ chosen according to
(29). One sees that the distributions of mK are not sharply
peaked. Instead ρ̃ is of order unity everywhere between ± mS.
Moreover, this distribution depends very weakly on K (which
varies over three decades). This is due to the choice proposed
in (29): the value of γ is not important but the correct
power-law exponent is essential. (Different values of γ lead
to different distributions, but they are all similarly broad.)

Repeating the argument of Sec. II C, one obtains

JK (m, ϵ) ! H̃K (m, ϵ) (31)

with

H̃K (ρ, ϵ) = − 1
ln K

ln ρ̃K (m, ϵ)

+ 1
ln K

⟨χϵ (mK − m)A[m]⟩con

⟨χϵ (mK − m)⟩con
. (32)

This bound is shown in Fig. 4(b), for the representative case
K = 105. It shows almost quantitative agreement over a range
of m that includes m = 0. However, the agreement breaks
down as m gets close to mS. [Better bounds for larger m
might be obtained by using smaller c in (29), but we have
not explored this in detail. See also Sec. III C.]
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With a bit more work, we can
get a good estimate of the
rare-event probability.
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Conclusion : the "least unlikely" fluctuation mechanism is  
"delayed de-mixing".  
(Use the fact that the system "doesn't know whether to be red or blue" at 
early times)

[ Also: positive feedback for de-mixing, so invest "control budget" at the start ]

[ General results for urns, Franchini, Stoch Proc Appl 127, 3372 (2017)]



Other regimes
[ RLJ, Phys Rev E 100, 012140 (2019) + (unpublished),  

Franchini, Stoch Proc Appl 127, 3372 (2017)  ]
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de-mixed mixed
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� log pK(m) ⇡ I(m)K
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but no central limit theorem, I 00(m) = 0
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Var(mK) / K↵, ↵ > 1
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peaks have width ⇠ K↵/2

with ↵ > 1
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Mechanism : make a rare excursion at early times, follow the natural 
dynamics at late times (generic for positive feedback(?)).

All this behaviour (and more) can be recapitulated in "reversible" growth model

[ Harris, J Stat Mech (2015) P07021 ]



One word on methods
[ RLJ, Phys Rev E 100, 012140 (2019) + (unpublished),  

Franchini, Stoch Proc Appl 127, 3372 (2017)  ]

The method described so far only gives lower bounds on probabilities
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[ "at least as likely as..." ]

In the large-deviation regime [where log pK(m) ⇡ �KI(m)] results of
Franchini also give upper bounds, using that all rare-event trajectories
are similar

<latexit sha1_base64="5VvAPtJj9vwOn2EXo278EcHL+dU=">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</latexit>

[ concentration on a single path, following Dupuis-Ellis ]

In this case, sufficient to consider biased random walks as controlled
processes (but with bias dependent on k, so inhomogeneous).

<latexit sha1_base64="KmcVr8EG3l/CKuc00XVGlaVEitg=">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</latexit>

(optimal path can be found by numerical minimisation)
<latexit sha1_base64="SHCz8K1WIQHSX3ME4J1w0LdTcdI=">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</latexit>

[ see also Harris-Touchette, J Phys A 42, 342001 (2009);   
Harris, J Stat Mech (2015) P07021 ]



Outlook
Growing systems have interesting fluctuations 

One reason is that smaller systems tend to fluctuate more, 
bigger systems are more robust

Non-typical behaviour at long times originates (in this case) from unusual 
short-time behaviour, coupled with positive feedback

(generic feature?)

This suggests that growing systems are generically very susceptible to 
interventions or perturbations at early times...

Simple models can still have surprising behaviour, but (more importantly) 
a combination of simulation + theory can also be used to study more 
realistic + complicated models 


